CIDE Administration

**Kathy Bickmore**, CIDE Director and CIDEC Specialization Director, Professor, CTL – Curriculum Studies and Teacher Development Education for democracy; peacebuilding, and conflict resolution in comp. perspective.

**Caroline (Carly) Manion**, Lecturer, LHAECIDEC Sociology of education; equity; gender; faith-based schooling; governance; policy analysis.

**Joanne Bacon**, CIDEC Program Administrator

CIDE Faculty *Program Committee*

**Stephen Anderson**, Professor Emeritus, LHAE
Implementation of education policy and program change; school improvement and teacher development; program evaluation.

**Nina Bascia**, Professor, LHAE
Policy analysis; teachers’ organizations.

**Jeff Bale**, Associate Professor, CTL
Language diversity; second language learning.

**Megan Boler**, Professor, SJE
Philosophy of technology; post-structuralism.

**Elizabeth Buckner**, Assistant Professor, LHAE
Globalization and neoliberalism effects on higher education and citizenship.

**Anna (Katyn) Chmielewski**, Assistant Professor, LHAE
National educational and social policies and income inequality.

**George J. Sefa Dei**, Professor, SJE
Anti-racism and domination studies; sociology of race, ethnicity; international development.

**Claudia Diaz Rios** (as of January 2019), Assistant Professor, LHAE – Educational Policy and Leadership

**Mary Drinkwater**, Lecturer, CTL
decolonial theory and praxis, arts and cultural praxis, critical leadership

**Mark Evans**, Professor Emeritus, Teaching Stream, CTL
Teacher education; global citizenship education; social studies education.

**Joseph Flessa**, Associate Professor, LHAE
Urban education; schooling and poverty.

**Antoinette Gagné**, Associate Professor, CTL
ESL issues; teaching strategies for diversity.

**Ruben Gaztambide-Fernandez**, Associate Professor, CTL
Arts education; curriculum.

**Diane Gérin-Lajoie**, Professor Emeritus, CTL
Teacher and student identity; teaching in minority settings.

**Wanja Gitari**, Associate Professor, CTL
Indigenous cultures; science learning and equity.

**Ruth E. S. Hayhoe**, Professor, LHAE
Comparative higher education; international academic relations; higher education in Asia.

**Monica Heller**, Professor, SJE
Franco-Ontario studies; social inequality.

**Eunice Jang**, Associate Professor, CTL
Educational assessment and measurement.

**Glen Jones**, Professor, LHAE
Policy and politics of higher education.

**Reva Joshee**, Associate Professor, LHAE
Democratic approaches to policy; diversity and social justice policies.

**Julie Kerekes**, Associate Professor, CTL
Second language acquisition; linguistics.

**Jane Knight**, Adjunct Professor, LHAE
Internationalization of higher education

**Normand Labrie**, Professor, CTL (on leave)
Des langues, des politiques linguistiques et des minorités linguistiques, notamment francophones

**Emmanuelle Le Pichon-Vorstman**, Assistant Professor, CTL – Language and Literacies Education
Multilingual education, inclusion of minority (migrant & indigenous) pupils
Caroline (Carly) Manion*, Lecturer, LHAECIDEC
Sociology of education; equity; gender; faith-based schooling; governance; policy analysis.
Vandra Masemann, Adjunct Associate Professor, CIDEC
Comparative and international education; anthropology of education; critical ethnography.
Lance T. McCready, Associate Professor
Education, health and well-being of gay Black urban youth; access to higher education.
Kiran Mirchandani, Professor, LHAEEducation, post-conflict transition in Nepal.
Creso Sá, Professor, LHAEHuman rights and education; global education; public policy.
Richard Sandbrook, Professor, Political Science
International political economy; globalization.
Peter Sawchuk, Professor, LHAEDemocratic values; student engagement.
Katharine Rankin, Associate Professor, Dept. of Geography
Post-conflict transition in Nepal.